Orbital lymphoproliferative tumors: analysis of clinical features and systemic involvement in 160 cases.
To evaluate the risk for systemic lymphoma (SL) in the patients with orbital lymphoproliferative tumor (OLT). Observational, retrospective case series. One hundred sixty consecutive cases with OLT. Clinical features and treatment method were collected retrospectively. Data from 106 patients without systemic disease at presentation were analyzed for their impact on the main outcome measure using univariate and multivariate regression models. Occurrence of SL diagnosed based on the 6 monthly systemic evaluation. Of 106 patients with OLT alone, SL subsequently developed in 16% of patients and 84% patients remained free of SL. Of 17 patients in whom SL developed subsequently, 29% had marginal zone, B-cell lymphoma of the mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT), 24% had small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL), 24% had atypical lymphoid hyperplasia (ALH), 6% each had mantle cell, follicular, and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLCL). In these 17 patients, systemic disease appeared after a mean interval of 152 months, and the involved systemic sites were abdominal lymph nodes (LN) in 44% patients, pelvic LN in 40%, and head and neck LN in 31%. Of 17 patients, 53% had the same SL classification with orbital tumor and 47% had a different SL classification. Among 8 patients with different systemic and orbital lymphoma classifications, systemic SLL developed in 4 patients with orbital ALH and in 2 patients with MALT. Two patients with orbital SLL manifested systemic DLCL. Using Kaplan-Meier estimates of 106 OLT patients without systemic involvement, SL developed in 14% at 3 years, in 17% at 5 years, and in 33% at 10 years. Using Kaplan-Meier estimates of 24 patients with bilateral OLT alone, SL developed in 18% at 3 years, in 29% at 5 years, and in 72% at 10 years. In 82 patients with unilateral OLT alone, SL developed in 12% at 3, 5, and 10 years. Multivariate analysis showed that bilateral involvement at presentation was the only significant factor predictive of SL. In patients with OLT alone at presentation, SL eventually developed in 33% by 10 years in this retrospective case series. Classification of SL can be the same or different from OLT. Development of SL is significantly associated with bilateral involvement.